
FRONTLINE STAFF ACCOMMODATION ISSUES
You will all be aware that new or different processes are constantly emerging 
to assist HSC staff with tackling the COVID-19 outbreak. This includes how we 
support our staff who fall under one of the following categories set out by the 
Department of Health, and wish to avail of accommodation:

 • Staff – tested positive for COVID 19 who do not need to go to hospital  
 but require self-isolation accommodation.

 • Staff – who are displaying COVID 19 symptoms and who require   
 self-isolation accommodation.

 • Staff – who require accommodation close to hospital/place of work but  
 who have not tested positive nor are displaying COVID-19 symptoms.

All HSC Trusts are required to use a nominated independent contractor to 
arrange accommodation bookings on our behalf. NIAS representatives are 
involved in regional discussions to ensure there are agreed processes in 
place and appropriate accommodation options identified and available 
across Northern Ireland to meet the needs of our staff. Work will continue 
on a regional basis over the weekend with a view to having everything in 
place by Monday. This means there may be limited availability of choice of 
accommodation over the incoming weekend.

However, if you feel you meet one of the criteria above, and need us 
to arrange accommodation for you over the weekend, please do 
not hesitate to contact the Trust and we will do our best to source 
appropriate accommodation for you. The process to follow is:
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Contact the Operations Support Unit (OSU), who operate between the hours of 
0700 – 2300, seven days a week, on 028 9040 0721. Tell the OSU staff member 
you wish to request accommodation and provide your name, telephone number 
and some brief details.The OSU staff member will email your name and contact 
number to the Crisis Accommodation Team. A member of the Team will contact 
you directly to discuss your needs and, if appropriate, arrange accommodation 
for you. This Team will operate initially between 0800 – 1000 and 1900 - 2100, 
seven days a week, subject to review. 

The OSU will manage urgent requests for accommodation outside of    
0800 – 1000 and 1900 – 2100.

Normal Out-of-Hours arrangements will apply for urgent requests for 
accommodation between the hours of 2300 and 0700.

If you wish to request accommodation beyond this incoming weekend, please 
email crisis.accommodation@nias.hscni.net with your name, place of work, 
contact number, and when you think you will need accommodation arranged 
for you. A member of the Team will contact you between 0800 – 1000 or   
1900 – 2100.

A further update will be circulated on Monday to ensure you have the most   
up-to-date information available to you. Stay safe everyone!


